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1 - Dark Dream

ninetails390: This is a poem I wrote when I was in a gloomy mood.
Ryou: It’s in my point of view.
Lily: ninetails390 officially owns nothing.
ninetails390: Hey, I own stuff, just not Yu-Gi-Oh.

Flying,
Light flashes in my eyes,
Rising through the clouds,
I see things I’d lost long ago,
And Amane, my dear sister,
But she’s gone, deceased,
Now I know where I am.
Suddenly, I’m falling,
Tumbling,
Broken wings,
Darkness surrounds me,
It bewilders and swallows me.
Where am I?
Why am I here?
This isn’t the shadow realm, and not Earth,
Am I, could I really be,
Dead?
A hand shakes me,
I awaken,
Yami no Boku stands above me,
“Thank goodness,”
He wispers, “Aibou, you’re alive.”

ninetails390: So, how did I do?



2 - Please

Please
~*~
I must know,
I don’t know,
I gotta’ find this out,
An obsessive need,
A pointless plea,
Curiosity’s got the best of me.
Bitte, onegai, please,
I need to know these things,
Don’t know what’s wrong with me,
I think it’s curiosity,
They say it killed the cat,
Well I’m a playful kitten,
And I’m dying to find out.
Bitte, onegai, please,
Miau, miau!
A kitten’s curiosity,
Nyan, nyan!
Come on, you gotta’ tell me now,
Meow!
Bitte, onegai, please!



3 - Someday

Someday
~*~
Don’t know where I’m going,
Don’t know what I’m worth,
Don’t know where I’m at now,
But I know I’m being watched.
Can’t be nowhere,
Must be somewhere,
“Nothing” is a pointless word
Then again, unless you’re God,
So is “everything”.
Can’t own the universe,
Can’t be perfect,
Can’t know everything,
But you can be loved,
And that love’s the most perfect gift of all.
It can fill this emptiness
It can fix this sadness,
Depression has no meaning
When you leave this Earth.
So live life to its fullest,
Don’t worry if you’re lost,
You’ll find your way,
Someday,
Someday…



4 - Someday

Someday
~*~
Don’t know where I’m going,
Don’t know what I’m worth,
Don’t know where I’m at now,
But I know I’m being watched.
Can’t be nowhere,
Must be somewhere,
“Nothing” is a pointless word
Then again, unless you’re God,
So is “everything”.
Can’t own the universe,
Can’t be perfect,
Can’t know everything,
But you can be loved,
And that love’s the most perfect gift of all.
It can fill this emptiness
It can fix this sadness,
Depression has no meaning
When you leave this Earth.
So live life to its fullest,
Don’t worry if you’re lost,
You’ll find your way,
Someday,
Someday…
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